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Providing a safe place for staff to work is crucial to a company’s
success but this is becoming harder and harder. QuickAlert is the
solution to meet these distinctly modern challenges and protect staff
members. QuickAlert is a quick and easy way for staff to alert security
and/or everybody in the building to particular events (such as intruders
or disturbances). QuickAlert can be adapted to meet any needs that
you may have and is an affordable option for budget-scraped
companies.

How it Works
QuickAlert can be triggered using a handheld panic button that
staff wear on a lanyard or through buttons that are mounted
throughout the facility. Using these buttons, staff can request
security or place the building on lockdown. Using the app, staff
have even more flexibility. Each business can specify exactly how
they want the system implemented (confirmation requirements,
alert methods, etc.) and we will deliver.

Wall Mounted Buttons
If you elect to employ the wall-mounted panic buttons, then we can affix them wherever
you like, although the most common implementation is at each desk. This button can
trigger multiple different alerts and will alert security of the exact location where the alert
has been triggered.
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Handheld Buttons
If you elect to employ the hand-held panic buttons, then every staff member will be
issued a panic button with a clip that can be attached to a lanyard or ID badge. This
button can trigger multiple different alerts and will inform security of who has triggered
the alert.

The App
All QuickAlert installations require the use of the iOS and Android app. All staff members
are asked to install the app on their mobile device and sign in with their account. Through
the app, staff members can trigger a whole host of alerts, provide more information to
security, and receive “all clear” notifications.

Alert Types
Request Help

Lockdown

Staff members can request
immediate assistance from
security

Staff members can
trigger a code red
alert that puts the
building on lockdown
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Custom

Businesses can define custom
alerts that are applicable to them
alone. These custom alerts span
from evacuation orders to
alerting the staff of a
momentous achievement.

Get a Demo Today: (470) 330-8933

